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INTRODUCTION

In June-of 1977, the School Programs Committeeof thd Toronto Board

of Education received and approved a recommendation from the Report of the

Patterns of Dropping Out Committee 2
"that information.for future, decision-making be obtained
About the following: the returning student; characteristics:,
work experience, and the attitude of the schools to their.
return."

(page 10)

The recommendation was referred to the Director of Education for a feasibility

repOrt; and. the recommendation was passed by the Board in October,1977.

The data for this study were gathered by the Research Department.

in five phases:

It Phase . Survey of all.Toronto secondary school students to
identify returning students and some of their
characteristics.

Phase II: A ques.tionnaire to &sample of Toronto secondary
school students who have never dropped out to deter -.
mine their attitudes toward returning students.

Phase III: A questionnaire to all Toronto secondary school
principals and vice-principals, all secondary school
guidance counsellors, and a sample of secondary
sChool.teachers to, determine their attitudes toward
returning students.,

Phase.IV: In-depth interviewsof approximately 250 returning
students.

Phase V: Identification of and in-depth interviews of a matched
group of students who have dropped out of school and not
returned.

This report, which provides information' about the characteristics

of returning students as collected in Phase I, is the first of three reports

describing the results of this study,: The second report deals with Phases II

and III and the third .report deals with Phases IV and V.

.1
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Literature Review

./-
An Ontario Study

The Ontario Secondary School Diopout Study cOmpleted by Cicely

Watson and Sharon McElroy in 1974-75 for the Ontario Ministry Task Force

on Dropouts contains some information aheu returning students and, was the

only Ontario and Canadian study which could-be found about students ;41,p

have returned to regular schooyie final portion of that report deals with

re-entries defined as dropouts who had returned to the same school. It

reports the questionnaire responses of a SamPle of 1974-75 re-entries frot

one large Ontario urban school system. The following Summarizes some of the

results:

"In brief, re-entrants are likely to be those -dropouts who left
the three higher grades of secondary schools. However, the _do_
not stay long in school, and the probability of their" leaving--
again is high (particularly if they are over.19.years of age).
To a greater extent than other dropouts their parents did not
approve their leaving sc1 1 (and this is likely to be one factor_

. in the return decision).. To a greater extent than.other dtopouts,

1:

they were unemployed (and this is likely to be the mai reason why
they returned to school). Rather more than other dro outs they
left school because of school-related reasons"(they were failing
anyway; they hated school; they criticized teachers or programs)
and yet they have not settled down in the outside world. Their
prognosis for completion is not high. S e re- entries move in and,
out of school several times before finally decide to quit.--
so, without detailed data it is very difficult to show'their
'stages'. Overall; net re-entries-represent about 3% of the
enrolment -each year."': .

.

(C. Watson, Focus on Drbpouts,
pages 282-3)

Th0 study found that re-entering and re-dropping.out is a male activity --

the males outnumbered the females 2 to 1. It also showed that the .incidence

of the re-entering of Grade 9 dropouts is low, of the re-entering of Grade 10

dropouts'is about what might be expected and that the rerentieringtof
og-.A.,41V-,

Grades 11 to 13 students is higher than woul4 be expected:
. .
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American Studies
.

.There are a number of American investigations of the characteristici

4

of returners; for instance, Saleem.and Miller (19631' found that at. least.60

. ,

of the 625 students who dropped out of the Syracuse, t.Iew York public ,school in

'1959-60 later returned to school, and many graduated. The study found

that more' young men than young women returned. An attempt was made to

discover why these students returned, whatkinds of studegts were most in--
. I

fluenced by advice to 'finish high school, and'Which students experienced the

most pressure to return. Some characteristics of those who returned were

sought by comparing returnerand non-returner drOpouts. Returnes were

T generally characterized by better academic standing, and a greater degree
0

of economic and family stability. Both factors were significantfor girls

0 '

while economic stability proved more 'significant for the boys. The data

indicated that returners were not clearly. distinguishable from dropouts. The

two groups overlapped considerably: Whenever returners were "better off,"
. .

socially or academically than non-returners, the differentiation was slight.

The authors concluded that the failure to identigy significant differences

meant that better communication with-the broad population of dropouts would

be the most effective method of increasing the number of school returners.

A study._ performed. by Wehrwein (1970) using a sample of returners

at the WOtk Opportunity Center in Minneapolis yielded similar conclusiont.

Wehrweinfound'that approximately one - fourth of the individualt who

returned to the work Opportunity Centre were on probation. or parole, that

two7-fifths,'had health problem and that more than half had family difficulties.

Another study condutted at the Cape Fear-Technical.Institute (Doss,

1966) revealed that returners were more likely than non-returners to have

problemS and responsibilities at home, to perceive their parents either.L

too -strict or too lenient, and to like the Institute. The returners also
I.
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"

appeared to receive greater encouragement
from,paafhers.or employers to

finish school and to have friends attending, school. In addition, relitively

more non - returners had access to a car while in school, had received corporal..

.

. it '-- .. ..i: ...
, . . 4,,._

punishment and had brothers or sisters who were drippouts.

.-
A study with a slightly different focus

_,,)

(Green,

,
1967) was aimed -1..

at. determining the impact of a return to school on the'intellectual develOpmenl.t,

achievement levels, aspirations, self-concepts, and attitudes toward schcka
'

of a group.-of _black
/

children who had been out of school for four years because

of a school closure in Virginia. The study concluded that an. educational.

) A 1

interruption seemed to contribute positively to attitudes toward sch661hile

at the same time affecting aptitudes and aspirations adverselyt,..

reviews

-

Kohen and Barker (1976) made the following comments in a lite.ratj:iie

"In summary, the literature on the high school dropout who

returns to school is 'diverse. It indicates that'dis-_

continuing high school is disadvantageous to thejritellectual

and aspirational
development of the individual but.gthatia

return to school can substantially-alleviate t4e.disactramtage,'

"Several characteristics tend to be related:to the individual's

desire to complete school, although family ptoblets seeit to 4'

have the greatest negative effectW. The research isoptimistic'

in predicting gain to those.who do return and r-m3inin

school, even though the gains would seem to diminish. the_

longer .theYhterruption priot to returning"

(Kohen and Barker, 1'976, pp. 14' and 15)

To conclude, a detailed study of
students returning: to the TOtonto

o

Board of Education has never been conducted and certai ly seams warranted

given Toronto's high drbpout rate (see Yourig and R 19741.. The study

should also contribute to the obviously rather limited body of Canadian;and

American skn ledge on returning students.

\,111
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Purposes'of Part One of the Study

The purpo4es. of.the first part of thestudywerp to estimate'

the number of returning students in Toronto.high schools as oiNovember,

197:7 (regardless of the length of ilme.they,had been back) and then to

examine some of their characteristics such qs number of times they had

40. 0
drofped out, the age they last 1.eh,.z4,19pi, their age in' November,'1977,

sex, grade leftland grade enrolled in during November, 1977, level of

study left and returned to, scliool left and returned to, and whether or

not they had been in the Leaving School'Early Program,
. .

I
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METHOD

Data 'Collection

On November-18 1977, questionnaires were
distributed to every

high school student in the _Toronto Board of Education (excluding
students- in

-2-Adult Day schoolsi in order to identify students who had returned to regular

school after havingF1 opped a c8py(of this questionnaire is-'provided

: 1

in Appe6dix A;-thi -questionnaire was also designed to collect information

.about'high school sudents and their etployment). A computer label' used to

f-4

address each questionnaire provided the student's sex, year of birth, as well

as the school the student was attending. Students who had returned to school

were Asked to.state'the number of t es they had dropped out, whether or not

they had ever been in-the Leaving School Early (LSE) program, the
qrgrade and

level they had.left
- the last 'time they had dropped out*, the age at which

.
they had last dropped out, and the school they had last left- All-students were

.
asked to

state':the'letel they were then in. Etch stUaent's grade was

inferred from the grade/c/ast codeson the labels; the rules followed

in inferring the grade are given if Appendix,B.
4

Altogether,
29,499 studen s returned usable

questionnaires, or-

86% of 'the 34,270 high school..students
registered in November of 1977.

Data Analysis . 41.

The first -set of analyses (for thefortginal
questions on the-survey

form) took the form of frequency counts converted to percentages and are,

many cases, presented in graphical form. In some instances, x
2 one-

sample tests with df=k-1 (where k=* categories) were used to compare observed,

frequendies-:forhe-2taMple_of_returning-Toronto

high school students with expecrd

A frequencies.derived from the poplaion of oronto high school studentS. The
.
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null hypotheses for these tests were that the characteristics of the returning

students did not differ significantly from the characteristics of the population

\ . of students; that is, observed characteristic ere compared with theoreticallyKA-Jlit.,

expected characteristics. For all signifi nce tests, the significance

criterion was a chance probability less than .05. The reader should also
4

note that not everysttident answered every question, thus there are varying

totals for the x 2 tests.

The second group of analyses which involved examining the extent

of association or relation between twe) sets of attributes of the returning

students provided the investigatorswith.a bit of a dilemma. 'The group of

returning students being studied could neither be considered the entire

populition of 1977-78 Toronto returning students nor could it be considered

" 2a raYidom sample of Toronto returning students. A x test of significance

f a:contingegC, coefficient calculated froith a r x k. ,contingency table is

-.normally used to examine the degree of association between attributes when

. a random-sample has been drawn.from,vpopulation. If the entire population

is being examined, contingency coefficients and/or simple percentagesare.

used to report the results x 2
tests of significance being irrelevant.

The investigatqrs decided to proceed as one would with a. r om-sampleland

use x ests of significance of the contingency coefficients to determine
r.

significant associations between attributes of the returning students, keeping

in mind that the sample was not a strictly random one. The x 2 tests for these

tests had -(r-.1) (k-1) degrees of freedom and where significant X2 were found,

the tables were collapsed where necessary o 2 x 2 tables to, test the signifi-
.

canee of frequencies on the separateeategories of the attributes. Again,.

the significance criterion was .05 and the totals varied ,considerably.
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Limitations of the Data

The investigators pilot tested the questionnaire and were

fairly satisfied that the students understood the questions and that the
do-

questions seemed-appropriate; however, they did not do a formal valida-

tion of the' questionnaire. That is, no check was made to determine-whether

the students who.cinally answered the questionnaire understood the questions,

whether they were interpreting the questions as intended, or whether

they were giving correct responses. The responses were accepted as they

stood. One particular weakness did come to light -- the question op the

Leaving School Early Program seemed to.be Misunderstood (this is discussed

in a later section).

Information for students' date of birth and 1977 grade were

obtained from the-Board's records. The grade enrolled in during NoVember,

1977 was inferred atom class codes (the method is described in

Appendix B) -- some errors probably resulted from this technique.

14



FINDINGS

The Number of Returning Students

1,150 students reported that they had dropped out ofschool and

returned. This figure represents/(3.9%of the' 29,499 students who completed

the questi nnaire in 'November of/1977.

The total number of students who were returners during the 1977-78

school year was probably higher than this figure for three reasons:

(a) 4,771 students on the November school rolls did
not answer the questionnaire -- some were probably
returner;

(b) 1,138 students on the September school roils were
not on the, November school rolls -- some were
probably returners; and,

(c) some students probably returned to school after
November.

Multiplying the September enrolment of 35,408 by 3.9%; gives an estiMate of

1,381 returning students enrolled in Toronto high schools in the Fall of

1977.

General Characteristics of Returning Students

Schools Left

411 mo4t ketuAning 4tudent4 ta4t dropped out tokonto 4chootA.

Of the sample of returning students, 1,oas (94.3%) reported'the

school they had left the last time they had dropped out, and its board or city.

Of these, 812, or 74.8%, reported that they had last dropped -out of a Toronto

high, school, while another 31 reported that they had last diopped out of Toronto

elementary schools, so that altogether 77.7% of the students had dropped out of

Toronto schools. Another 9.6% had dropped out of schools of ottOr board in

Metropolitan Toronto, 5.4% had dropped out'of schools of other boards in



Ontario, 1.4% had dropped
No

dropped out of schools in

they had dropped out of a

-10 -

out of schools in other provinces,
and 5,4% had

other Countries. Four students reported that

university,a community
college, or a CEGEP

while one reported that he had dropped out of a private elementary school.

Figure I displays these percentages graphically.

Toronto High Schooli-

Other Metres Schools

Other Ontario Schools

Foreign Schools .

Toronto Elementary

Schools.

Schools in Other

Provinces

University /College/

CEGEP

Private Elementary
Schools '-'

411.
. . . .... .

.

.
. .. . -

. .
. 74.8%

I

*-

ow.

9.6%

5.4%

5.4%

1.4%

.4%

Figure 1. The schools re
dropped out (N

uining students left the last time they

1085).

* CEGEP College d'enseignement
general et-professionel

16



Sex

411 Men ane ,stigh.tty oven-uptuented among tau/ming student.
.

rN .

Qf the 1,144 students whose sex was stated, 59.8% were men

(see Figure 2).

Women 40.2%

.

I

I5

Figure 2. The sex of returning stude ts

IN = 1144).

Only 51.71sof the students who had never dro ped Out were men.

One explanation of the AbOve findingp_that returning students are older

\

than.other students, and that in Toronto schools the older students are

more likely to be men than are younger students; this xplanation would

imply that men are not over-represented among returning students.. To

test this explanation a theoretical,distribution was co structed.in which

the sexual composition of the group which had returned o school was

predicted from the sexual composition,of the entire sam le of students of

_the same age. According'to the theoretical distributio , 55.8% of the

'returning students should be men; .a chi-square test fou d that this per
0

0

centage was significantly lower than the observed perce tage of 9.8%..

7
We can conclude, then,. that men are i eed over-represe ted among retdin7

ing students, although the over-representation is not g;eat.

1 17
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Number of Times Dropped Out f

illAbockt one-4ev,enth o6 the netunning 4tudent4 wonted
drtapping out mane .than. once.

All but 36 .of the returning students reported the number of times

they had dkopPed out. Of these 1,114 students, 955, or 85.7% reported'that

they had dropped out once; 128, or 11.5%, reported that they had dropped

out twice; 21, or 1.9%p/reported that they had dropped out three times;

and 10, or 0{.9%, reported that they had dropped out four times; (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Thenunber,o6 times returning' students had

dropped.. out (N ,= 1114) ...

a

Age at Time of Dropping Out

40 Mace than a qudicteit cf6 the 4tudents impacted that they had
been'unden 16 when they tut &topped out.

.Figure 4 shows,the distribution.for all returning students of the

ages at which they last dropped out (1,084 students reported that age). It

can be seen that thewledian age of dropping out was 16, and that 84.3% of

. I

the,students reported that they had last dropped out before they had turned

18. A considerable munber -- 307 or 28.3$ --reported that they had last-

droplied out of school before turning 16 -- 210 of these students had dropped

out of Toronto schools. 18
4.
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%.%.%' 3.S%,
1 8% 1 1%

trl*t
18 19 20 21

Figure 4. Ages at which returning students had last dropped. out
(N = 1084). /

Figure 5 shows the same. distribution tor students who had

dropped out only once. It can be seen that this distribution is almost

.

identical with the one for -all returning students. This suggests that

students who had dropped out more than once had dropped. out for the first

time at younger ,ithan the students who had droppd out only once.

19.3%

7.1%

1.3% 17771
10-13 .14 15

35.5%
77177

16

9.3%

18

0 8%
r7771
19 21

Figure 5. Ages at which one-time dropouts had left school
(N = 927) .
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Grade at Time of Dropping'OUt

III Mo4t tetutning 4tudent4 ta4t dropped out 06 Gtade4 9, 10 and 11.

Figure. 6 shows the. grades students were in when they last dropped

S.

out. Of-1,092 students who reported a cirade, 75.6% dropped out 'of Grades

9, 10),and 11.

r44 F7771

22.0%
"r7."'IT70-

28.8%
evirrkl.

12.7%

5-7 8 9 10 12

. .

Figure 6. Grades returning students were in when
they last dropped out (N = 1092).

-.-
Figure 7 shows. the same kind of distribution r students who had

dropped out only once (n=925). ThiS4distribution is a ost identical with

the distribution for all returning students and suggests that students who

had dropped out more than once had started dropping out in earlier grades

than the students who had aropped out only once or that they had made no

progress the previous time(s) they had returned to school.

It can be seen from both distributions that most students.had f

A .

dropped out well before the.end of any four or five-7year program.

6%
4.1%

21.0%
.

28.8%

13.5%

5.6%F
5-7 9 10 13. 12 L3

Figure 7: Grades one -time dropouts were'in wheh
they.dropped out (N = 925).

20
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Level at Time of Dropping Out

Oven thkee-quaxteA4, 1;6 the. te.drtning 4tudentz
thks,t

tudy who had-tast dtopped out o6 OntaAio secondary 6choot4 teSt

pxognamo whent most oti the.i t. courr.e4 were
at tevetd 4 and 5.

.:'

x.

Data on levels of study
left-were:available for 965 students who

, ?

reported that' the' had last. droppedOut-Of secondary
schools,ift,OntariO; a

summary of these data is given in Figure 8:

Figure 8: _Levels of program left by Ontario
returning students (N = 965).

The same data were examined for .the 823 students who had dropped

4

out once; the distribution was.almost identical with the one shown -in.Figure 8.

Year of Birth

411 Hat6 (76 the netunning 4tudents were boAn 6e6ate 1960 Got were ovelt.,17).

Data on year of birth were available for 1,112 students. They are

summarized in Figure 9. Of these students, 555, or one fewer than half, were

4

born before 1960; only-17.3% of the sample of students who had never dropped

out were born before 1960. Altogether 900, or 80.9%, of the returning students

were born in the four years, 19.18 through 1961 -; these same four years accounted

for only 58.5% of the sample of students who had never dropped out. These -

differences are statistically significant.
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1.2% 2;21

.,2%

15.9%

28.1%

22.7%

14.3%

*.

19 1955 1956

(23,1 (2.2) (21)

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 "-N1962

(20) (19) (18) (17) (16)

1 N3

1963
1141

-Figure 9. Years of birth 'of returning
students (N = 1112). (These ,

data were collected in November, 1,977 -- ages at that time -

" are shown in brackets.)

Enrolme tI bY,Grades

Retukning 4tudent4 w mo4t Zikety to

gnade4 lq, 11, and 12.

be en/Lotted in

Data,about the grades in which returning students-were-enrolled

during. November 1977

data is given in.

re available for-881
students*; a summary of these

figure 10.

30.0%

14.2%

17.8%

. 24.91

13.2%

. .,
.".'*. A'.

...
I

%.0%%%:e

"1.77
7777. ,

.......

9 10 11 .12 13

Figure,10.

The. number of
grades had to
the inferring
are presented.

students in
be inferred from

of the grades.
and discussed in

Grades,in,whiOh returning
wereere enrolled.

during Nov er, 1977

(N = 881).

Sr

\

4

distribution i relatively small because

class c des, some of which do not permit

te rule 'by which grades were inferred

Ap dix B.

4

. A
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Most returning studentg (72.7%) were enrolled in_grades 10, 11

and-12. (The readerCshould recall that this number includes students who-

have .been back for more than one year.) Sirailar data were not inferred for

studehts who had not dropped ,out.

by Levels of ProgramEnrolment

Students taking most o6 theia coutses a t tevets 2, 3 and 4 cute
over-teptesented among tettaning students, white students taking
mast oic the.uz cm/au at tevet. 5 ate under-uptesented.

Figure 11 shows the percentage of students who had retU ned to school

who reported taking most of their courses at each level o

the corresponding expected percentagOscalculated from the

all students who completed the questichnaire. Because o

in levels .1 and 6, fOr the statistical, j$,nalysis level 1

level 2, and "level 6 with level 5. The two distributi

different. Chi-square tests, were

at levels 2,. 3, 4 and 5 (1els 1

ction and

d tribution .for

e small numbers.:

as combined with *

were significantly

used to evaluate differences in enrolment

and 6 were not reported frequently enough

to examine) and found- that all 'differences between observed and 'expected

frequencies were significant.

e.

19.5%

Figure'll. Levels of program in which students were taking most_91
their courses during November, 1977 (N = 1113 returning
students). 9 r)

Ae.0
There was some inaccuracy in the resovIts of.level of study. Of the sample,
32'students,Hor 2.7%, Teported studying at levels which were not provided in
their schools. This inaccuracy is not great enough to invalidate the findings.
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Comparisons of 'Throned. Students who Re-enrolled in'the Schools
They Had Left and Toronto Students- who Enrolled'in a Different.School.

fi-Students who had 4:etukned .to diliKetent schootz than the. one4
.they had teiit tended to have d'Eopped out in towtA 94dd-a and
at eattiet agea, than studehp who:had te-ennotted in the schoo4A
they had Zzlit, and to be entotted'in tOwet gtade howeveit, they
atoo .tended .to be adet in November., 197.7,'and Wete mote Zikety
to have &copped out mote than once.

Of the 912 students who droppe out of high schools 'in the City

of Toronto, 803 reported the names of both the school they were attending

and the school they had left when'they had last dropped 0A. Of these S03

students, 510, or 63.5% had returned to the schools they had left when they 04..

had last dropped out.

Figure 12 shows the grades left by the two groups of students;

the distributions are .significantly different. Students who enrolled in

.,a different school are significant y more likely to have dropped out. f

Grade 9, and less likely to have dropped out of Grades 11 and 12 than

4
students who re-enrolled in the same School,

Figure 12. Grades left by Toronto students whO.returned
to the same sChools (N =.501) or to different
schools (N.= 286).

Figure 13 shows the distributions of grades in which the two groups

were enrolled in 1977; the distributions are significantly different. Students

who re-enrolled inithe same school are significantly more likely to be enrolled

in Grade 12 than students who enrolled in a different school. If. these dis-

tributions are collapsed into distributions of enroltent in the junior and
A



*
senior grades, the .two'sgrdups again differ siqnificantly.'Studeniiwh

4

re-enrolled in the.same school are signifiCantly more likely.to be enrrolled

.

-

in the senior grades -than students who enrolled in a different school. 0

(The reader.should again recall that tife study included studentS who had

returned to school previous. to the Fall of 1977.)

[JM Same School

111111 Different. School

'20AM'

14.5%
7.2

9.6% .......

.,..11.%0V

21.7%

...

I

,

15.4%

0.8%
-:4

10 12 13

Figure 13. Enrolment by grades for Toronto ,students who

---returned to'the same schools (N = 407) or to

different Schdols (R.= 221).

Students who enrolled in a different school were significantly more

likely to have dropped out more than once; 15.3% (of 288) of these students

had dropped out more than once, compared to 11.3% (of 508,) of students who

had re-enrolled in the same school.

Figure 14 gives the distribution for each group,of the Ages at which
-

students.last dropped out; the distributions are significantly different.

Toronto students who re-enrolled in thesame school are significantly less

Figure 14. The ages at which
same schools (N

last dropped out..

Toronto students who returned to

500) or to different schools (N =
the'
284)

For the remainder of the rep t4' junior giades will mean grades 9 jnd 10 and

senior.grades willmean grades\114 12 and 13.
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.ikely to have dropped
out at ages 14 Or .4, and Tore likely to have dropped;

v:It at age 17 than Toronto students who
enrolled in a different schOol.

. Figure 15 gives theAistr utions ofI7ears of _birth for both

groups; the distributions
are significantly

dif
Student's -who. .

re-enrolled
in the same.

school-were :I' ni cantly less likely. to have
-

been born before 1959
(over 18 years.. of- age) and significantly more 11kel

q have been born in 1959 (18 years of age) than students whO-enrolled
in

a different school. a 't

Same School

Different Schpol

Figure 15. Years of birth of Toronto students who returned to the

same
schools (N = 503) or to different schools (N = 281)

(ages are shown in brackets).

Membership
in the two groups was not related to se ,the levels,

\at which students had been studying when they had last dropp
out, or

the levels at which they were studying in 1977.

2 6-
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Differences Between Sexes.

Women (vete. mane Likety thanmew.to havi. tazt-dAopped out at
younge& ages, .to have ta4t dii.opped but in &wen padez, and
to be en/tatted in the junion grade duAing NovembeA, 1977.

In general, men who had returned to school had last dropped out

at younger ages.and from lower, grades than had men Whohad.returned to

'school, although they were nbt younger in November, 1977 than the men. Women

Were significantly more likely to. have dropped out before-Giade 11.

Altogether 61.1% (266 Of 435).of women dropped out before- grade 11, compared

,c
to-54.6% (355 of 650) of men. Women were also more likelythan men to. have

dropped out before turning 16; of 428 women who reported. the age at which.

4::
they had dropped out 147, or 34.3 %, had dropped-out befbre turning 346,

.

compaiedtO724.3% (158) Of 649 men.

There were no statisticallysignificant differences in the p4.o4

pOrtions of men and women enrolled in each grade, although'women were
$

more likely, than men to be-enrolled in the jilnior grades. Of 352 women

.for whom. grades were inferred from lei- class code, 66.3% were inthe'

junior. grades, compared to 58.8% of 527 men.

These ,results are shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18.

Figure 16. Grades last dropped out for women N = 435) and
men (N = 650)..

2'
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Figure 17. Ages of students a
for women (Nilo 428) d men (N . 649).

date ofdropping out

Senior
Grades
(11, 12

& 4.3).

.

Thure'were

Figure 18. November,-1977 enrolment by grides for women

(N=352) and men (N=1527)

no statistically significant differences between the Proportions

of men and women who dropped out more than once! who dropped out of different'

:levels (for Ontario students) and who enrolled in different levels.
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Comparisons of Students Who Last Dropped Out

in the Junior and Senior Grades

III Student4 who ta4t dtopped out (16 the Junion gnade4 were mote '4

tikay to be younget in Novembek, 1977, to be euAotted in towet

guLdez, to have teat dropped out at younoe't ages, to 'be women, to

have dropped out mote than once, to have trot dropped ouz-at

towet.tevet6, and to be entotted at tower &veto .than wete.

4tudent4 who tast dipped out' 06 the Seniot grades.

The difference between sexes was discussed on page 21. As

might Ile expected, students who had last dropped out of grades 11, 12

0

and 13 were older in November, 1977, were older when they last dropped

out, and were enrolled in higher grades in November, 1977.
,

Students who last cropped out of the junior grades were more

4

likely than students who had dropped out of the senior grades to have.

dropped out more than once. Of 549 students who.had dropped 64t.of the

junior grades, 89 or 16.2% had dropped out more than once, while

of 462 students who had dropped out Of'the senior grades, 49 or 10.6%

had dropped out more than once (see Figure 19)..

Dropped .Out. Once

Dropped Out.

More Than:.Once

:--.-.--....,...':..:::::.........-.1.,:.-...i.:.:::.:.:- 3. g%

. .. . ..
.

.

.."1. IVO.
.

4F

16.2%

89.4%

10.6%
Dropped.Out of Grades ,9 & 10

Dropped Out of Grades 11, 12613

Figure 19. Number'of times dropped out,forstudentSwho
last dropped

out of the junior
grades'(/,e= 549) and for students who

last dropped. out of the senior grades (N. = 462).

2

1
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The remaining significant differences observed were in the levels

from which stUdents.had last dropped out and at which they were studying in

1977...-Of 357 students who: had last dropped out of the junior grades, SO,

or 22.4%, had been studying at levels 1, 2 or 3 before they 'had dropped out;

of'367 students'Who had last dropped out o the senior grades, 32, or 8.7 %,

had been studying at levels 1, 2' or 3 .(see Fi re 20).

Dropped Out of
Levels 1, 2, 3

Dropped Out.of
Levelt 4 &

22.4%
. ,

8.7%

Dropped Out of
,Grades9 &. 10
Dropped Out of
Grades 11,12 &13

77.6%

91,,3%

Figure 20. Levels left for Ontario students who last dropped.out of

the-junior grades (N = 357) and for Ontario students who

last dropped out of the senior arades:(N = .367).

Of 541* students who last dropped out of the junior grades, 168,

or 31.1% were enrolled in 1977 in levels 1, 2 and 3; of 458 students who had

last dropped out of the senior grades, 48, or 10.5%, were enrolled in 1977 in

levels I, 2 or 3 (see Figur 21-). Further analysis revealed that Ontario

students who had dropped out of the junior grades were more likely to have re-

`enrolled at a lower level of instruction than students, who had dropped out of

the senior grades; 16.8% of the former group had re-enrolled at a lower level,

compared to 9.4% of the latter.

1

*. The numbers of students in the two analyses for levels Are greatly different

because the second analysis includes studentt who dropped out of schools

outside Ontario.

30
4,
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Enrolled in Levels'
1, 2, and 3

Enrolled in;Levels
4 and 5

esel.e0"*"
000064,...0"0Ws 31.1%

Dropped Out of.grades 9 & 10

Dropped Out"Of.Grades 11, 12 & 13

r

68.9%

89.5%

Figure 21. Levels enrolled in for.1977 for students who last dropped out of the

junior grades (N = 541) and for students who last dropped out of the

senior grades (N = 458).

Comparisons Between Students Who-Dropped Out Once Before Turning 16-and

Those Who Dropped Out Once After Turning 16

111
Student4 who weke one-time dkopoutz betion.e. tutning 16 we/Le

more tikety,to be women, to have dropped out at &wet

cptade6, to be youngeA in Novembet 1977, and to be enkotted

in towet gnade6 than 4tudent4 who wete one-time dkopouta

atitet plAning 16.

The analyses reported in this section were restricted to

students who had dropped out only once, so that differences between the

two gtoups would be clearer. As would be expected from a,difference

observed between sexes (see page 21), students whO dropped out before

turning 16 were more likely to'be women. than were students who dropped

Out after 16; 51.2% of the students who dropped out before turning 16

were women, compared to 37.1% of the other returning. students. A

"median test revealed that students whd had dropped out.before turning 16

were much,yOunger in November, .1977 than students who had dropped out,

after turning 16 .only 20.3% of the. students who dropped out before

turning 16 were born before 1960, compared:to 61.8% of the other return-

,.

ing students (see FigUre 22Y.
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Born Before 1960

(over 17) _

Born in 1960. or
After (17 and
under)

00e,04,
0.110064000000.00

=.0.0=:::: 20.3%
Dropped Out Before Turning 16 6"7.77.

Dropped Out After Turning .16.

61.8%

.". .0000000000000004000-000000".0000"0110004.0000000000""0000"-.""""""""0000000000"4".""0".","#"""".0".""".0
38.2%

79 ..7%

Figure 22. tLates Of birth for students who dropped out once before,tuiming
16 (N = 251), or after turning 16 '(N 6771%

As one would expect, students who had drOppedout before turn-
,

out of lower grades than students who h d dropped outing 16 had .dropped

after turning 16.

1977, as Figure 23

4
dropped out before turning 16

They were alsb.enrolled'in lower grades in November,

shOws. 'Nearly two-thirds of the students who had

were enrolled in the junior grades,

compared to less than a fifth of.other returning students. :On.the other

hand, 35%.had progressed to the senior grades since returning to "school.

O

Dropped Out After Turning 161111111

34.9%

Figure 23. November, 1Q77 enrolment by grades for returning students
who dropped out once.before turning 16 (N = 183) or once
after turning r16 (N = 542) .

32
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Whether or not the returning students had dropped out before turning

16 was not related tc the levels of instruction at which they had beeh

studying before they dropped out (the analysis excluded students who reported

that they had.dropped out before reaching Grade 9). However, it was related..

to the level at which returning students were
studying in. November, 1977,

as 'Figure, 24 shows. Further analysis revealed that students-who dropped out

f Ontario. high schools before turning 16. were more likely than other

returning' students to re-enrol at.a lower level of instruction-and less

likely to re-enrol at the same level of instruction.

Figure 24. November, 1977 enrolment by levels of..
instructionfor'students who dropped out

once befOre turning 16 (N = 296). or

after. turning 16 (N =.719)..

Comparisons Between Students Who Had Dropped Out

Once and 'Students Who Had Dropped Out More Than Once

.
Students who had dropped owt mong than once we/L.2. more Zikeey

than 4tudent4 who had dropped out dray once to have tazt

dropped owt ,pcom. an otementarty grade, tes4 Zikety .to have

tazt dropped. out of 'a zenion grade; and more !JL!th2y to be

;studying at Zevas 1, 2, on 3,'in November, 1977.
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The differences* lin grades last left are shown in Figure 25.

Students who had dropped out more than once were significantly more likely

than students who had droppedout-only once to have Last dropped out from

an elementary grade and less likely to have last dropped out of a senior
; -

grade.

Figure 25. Grades last left by students
who had dropped out once (N =
and more than once (M = 154) .

at-

Students who had dropped out more than once were more likely than .

other returning students to be studying at levels 1, 2, or 3; of 153 studentS.

who had dropped out more than onCe, 46 or 30.1%, were studying at levels.

1, 2 or 3', Compared to 208, or 22.42e, Of 928 students who had dkopped out

only once (see Figure 26).

The difference in the junior grades is not statistically significant even
thoiigh it is larger than the difference in the elementary grades.

3
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Dropped Out Once

Dropped Out More
Than Once

Figure 26. /

The November,.1977 enrolment by levels for
students who had dropped out once (N = 928)
and more than once {N = 153).

A median- test failed to reveal any difference in the ages at

which students had last dropped out (comparing those who dropped out once

and more than once). Nor were there any differences in the ages of

students in November, 1977, or in the proportions of students in each-

grade. However, students who had last dropped out of the junior grades

(grades 9 and 10) were more likely to have dropped out more than once,

as can b in Figure 29.

and level of study last left-Were not related to number Of

times dropped out.

Comparisons Between Students of Different Ages

410 The aden students wete 4.n 1977, the tess .t..i.kety they wtAe
to be ennotted in Levees 1, 2 on 3, and to have t4st.dtopped
out ol5 Levets 1, 2 on 3, .the mice V.kety 'they w to have
Last dropped out of the: seniolt jAades, and the mote taety
they were to have been a one-time dropout a6tet tuAming 16.
Students overt 18 were teas tikeey .to 'be women and mote
tikeey to have &topped out mote than once.

For these analyies, the students were divided into three groups

defined by the ages they would turn in 1977. One group was composed of

students under 16, ohe of students aged 16 to 18, and one of students over

18. Students over 18 were statistically less likely, to be women than were

3 5
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other returning students; 33:4% of .302 students ove1118 were women, compared

to 419$ of. 563 slidentaged 16 to 18, and 41.6% of*245 students under 16,

The older students were in 1977, the less likely they were to be-enrolled

in leVel 1, 2 or 3;.36..8% of 239 students under 16 were enrolled 1 'level 1,

2 or 3, compared' to 25.3% ok 548 students aged 16 to 18, and 10.6% of

students over 18. All theseprOcortions differ significantly.

A similar trend was observed'in the distributions of the levels.

from which students had last dropped out; 26.9% of 186 students under 16 had

been-enrolled in level 1, 2 or 3, compared to 23.8% of 499 students aged

16 to 18i.and 17.75 of students over 18. The first and third of these

percentages are significantly different.

Students over 18 'were statistically more
likely thanother return-

ing students to have dropped out more than once. Of 296 students Over 18,

A

18.6% had dropped out more than once, compared to 12,2% :0E548 aged 16

to 18, and 11.6% of students under 16.

Relationships for grade left and at leaving have been

previously discused on pages 23 and 25.

Enrolment by grade for students of different ages was not analyzed

as the findings are predictably trivial.

Comparisons Between Students Who in November, 1977 Were Enrolled in the

Junior Grades, and Those Who Were Enrolled in the Senior Grades

Retunn,i.rug 4tudent4 who went en/Lotted in the JUJU:04 gAade4 in

November, 1977 were mote tazey than zenio4 Atudenta to be

4,7'?idying at Levee 1, 2 on 3, to have eat &topped out of

Levee 1, 2 OA 3; to have dropped out maim than once, to have

dropped out og the jut of gAade4,-to be women, and to have

been one-time ditopoutz -beolte tutning 16.

Of 275 junior students.* 32.7% were studying in November 1977,

level 1, 2, or 3, compared to 8.6% of 583 senior students; 22.6% of 212

junior students who dropped out of Ontario high'schools had dropped out of

level 1, 2, or 3, compared to 12.5% of 512 senior students who had dropped

out'of Ontario high schools (see Figures 27 and 28).
t:16
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Enrolled in
Grades 9 and 10
Enrolled in
Grades 11,12 &-13

Figure 29. Number of times dropped out for students
enrolled in the junior grades (N-= 273)
and students enrolled in the senior grades
(N = 586) .

The relationships by sex, grade last left and age dropped out
. -

have been discussed on pages 21, 23 and As As Might be expected, students

441/4

enrolled in the junior grades were younger than students enrolled in the

senior grades.

Student Progress After Returning to School

46% 06 the 4tudent4 mete entatted du/Ling November., 1977,
at a grade highet than. that ,they had but Zeiit.

Table 1 shows the November, 1977 enrolment by grade for each

grade the students had last left.

TABLE 1

GRADES STUDENTS LAST LEFT. AND GRADESISTUDiNTSWERE
ENROLLED IN DURING NOVEMBER, 1977 (N =840)

'Grade.
Last Left

November, 1977 Enrolment by Grade
Total

9 10 11 12' 13

5 1. 1 2_.-

-\'''7 3 2 3 2 1 11I

8 20. 3 1 2 ' 11- 27

9 -79 -37 30= 141 3 163)
,

10. 9 92 82 '46' 9 238

11 .-8 9- 120 74' ,'.'. 17
---;3

228

12. 5 11 68 .'36 120

la 2, 4 45 51

TOTAL 120 149 249' 210 112. 840
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Of the B40 students for whom data were available 46% had

'progressed to a higher grade since they had returned to school; 48% were

registeted in the same grade, and 6% were registered in a lower grade

(data for the length of time the student Iihd been back in school were not
c

gathered in this study).

A further breilkdown on these percentages is shown in Table 2.

ApprOxiMately 17% of these students had progressed two ar,more gradep

since they, had last dropped out.

TABLE 2

GRADE CHANGES FROM TIME STUDENTS LAST DROPPED OUT .TO NOVEMBER,- 1977
(N A. 840)

Grade Change
Number of Percentage of
Student sf Students

Lower Grade

2 grades lower 15

1 grade lower 33 4

(TOTAL. Lower Grade) (48) (6)

Same Grade

Higher Grade

404 48

1 grade higher 249

2 grades higher 99

3 grades highe; 26.

4 grades higher 9

5 grades higher 4

6 grades higher 1 f
_

(TOTAL Higher Grade) (388)

TOTAL

30

12

3

1

(461

840 100

* Of the 840 students, 48 students reported being enrolled at'a lower
grade level than they had left. Some of these students may have "supplied
incorrect information; hoWever, the investigators 'phoned a few of these
at random to check the data and found that some siudents had indeed

tl
enrolled at a lower level to obtain-a certai program.of .studies. Other
'students were taking.courses at several.grad levels and -were unsure' -.

what-grade level they'were really in, and stil.others were registered-in
home rooms at a lower grade than the one at which they were-studying.-
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Changes Returning Students Made in Level'of Study

25% oi .the ketut .studenta who had tazt Ze6t OntaAio 4choo.e4
were en totLed duni ovemben, '1977, at a Zevet highet oft &wet
.than they had tast .fie

Table 3 provides the number of returning_students who dropped out
-

Of .high schools in Ontario and who re-enrolled at higher and lower levels

Of study than the ones from which they had dropped out..
.

A 7

Of the 913 students for whom data were available, approximately

12% were enrolled at a higher level than they had last left, 13% were

"enrolled at a lower-le041, and 75% were enrolled in the.same level.

further breakdown of these percentages is given in Table 4.

. TABLE 3
. . 11.

LEVELS STUDENTS LAST. LEFT. AND LEVELS STUDENTS WERE ENROLLED IN
DURING NOVEMBER, 1977 (N = 913 STUDENTS WHO LEFT ONTARIO SCHOOLS)

Level Last
Left

November, 1977 Enrolment by Level
1 . 2 3 4 .5 6

Total

2

3

TOTAL

'1 3 1 2 -

22, 8 1

2 119 26 6

32 269: 46

77 2761. to

25 172

7,

41

153

348

364 -
p

383. 331 1 913

A closer look at 'Table 3 reveals that level 4,students were

.1most,as likely to move down to level 3 as to move up to level 5,. that

,level 3 students were most likely.to move up to level 4; that leve1.2
4

students wereAlkely to move to leVels 3 or.4, and finally that level 5
.!.. .

students were most likely totmoVe down_to level 4. The largest number -of

students whq made any particular. change of level was those who changed'from.

leVel 5 to level 4 --.they represented 8% or 77-of the 913,studehts for:Whom

information was available.

0
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TABLE 4
/.

LEVEL aANGES FROM TIME ONTARIO-STUDENTS LAST.DROPPED OUT NOVEMBER, 1977
(N= 913).

Level Change
Number of Percentage of
Stddents Students

Lower Level

3 levels lower 1

2 levels lower 10

1 le4i.lower 111

(TOTAL Lower Level)

Same Level

Higher Level

1 level higher

2 levels higher

3 levels higher
4 levels higher

(TOTAL'Higher Level)

TOTAL

, .

(122).

687

80

/20

22 }0.

(104)'

913

12

(13)

75

2

(12)

100

The Leaving School Early Program

Data on participation in the .Leaving. School Early. Program were

not analyzed because many students appeared to have incorrect ideas of

what it is. For example, 114 students who had dropped out only once reported

that they had been in the Leaving School Early Program; however, 63 or.

55.3% of these students also reported they they hacfdropped out after turn-
,

ing 16. Of 141 student's who said they haebeen in tkle Leaving School Early

Program, 48 were clearly too old. to have-taken part in it -= that is, they

turned 16 before the program began.
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Experiences and Wishes CoNOrnfreng Work

The form filled out"by returning students also,. contained several
1

questions'which were part of a study of students' attitudes toward work

and Unemployment which were also answered 'byall students. In this section

the responses of returning students will be'briefly compared with those

of students-who had never dropped out; a more detailed analysis will be

.presented in Students' Attitudes To Work and Unemployment: Part I: The

Survey (Research Report #151, in press).

Returning student were more likely than students who had never

dropped out both to have wanted and to have had a jobl-the previous summer.

They were also more likely to have loOke for a part-time job at whibh they

could work while going to school, to have ad a part-time job, and to have

part-time j b paying more than ten dollars every week in November, 1977.

Returning students were also much more likely td report that till, would-
I

like to combine part -time schooling with work. ,

r

4

42
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.'

Using a simple questionnaire answered by 86% of all regul

Toronto high school students in November, 1977, we identified' 1,150. returning

students. This number represented 3.9% of the 29,499 students who %tiiwered

the quesionnaire.

Who is the Toronto returning student? Our study discovered that

the returning student --

-- is a male (60%*)

droppedout of a Toronto high school (75%)

dropped out once (86%)

dropped out at age. 15, 16, or 17 (76%)

was irk 1960, 1959, or 1958 or was 17, 18, or 19 years of age (67%)

dropped out of grades 9, 10 or 11 (76%)

was enrolled in grades 10, 11, or 12 in November 1977 (73%)
.

dropped,oUt of levels 4 or 5 in Ontario (77%)

was enrolled in levels 4 or 5 in November 1977. (76%)

re-enrolled in the same school 464%)

While the above sketch tells a lot about Toronto returning

students, it does not adequately describesome of the interesting points

about various subsets of the returning students. The following summarizes

the findings for eight subsets of returning students. We have chosen the

subsets according to characteristics which are obvious to staff in the high

schools -- sex, grade, level, and school last left.

* The percentages have been rounded off.
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Summary of Characteristics of Returning Students
by Sex, Grade, Level and School Last Left

Returning Students Who Are Women

1

. ThePatterns of Dropping Out Study (Young and Reich, 1974) found

that 44% of the high school dropouts for.the school year 1973-4 were women.

This study found that approximately 40% of the returning students are women.

We.found that the returning students who are women tend:to have

dropped out at a younger age and in lower grades than the returning students

who are men. Of studentswho had dropped out only once, the women were more

likely than the men to have dropped out before 16. 'The women were also less

likely than themen to remain in-school past the age of 18. Upon returning,

the women tend to be approximately the same age as the men, but enrolled:in

lower grades. These findings suggest that the women tended tastay out of.

school longer than the men. Because of the longer period of time out of

school, the women may have forgotten more of their school work than men and

may thus require more remedial help. In addition, these findings suggest

that women must also tend to be among classmates who are more different in

age (younger) than those with whom the men are associated. It seems reasonable'

then to expect that the' women may experience-more difficulties socially than

the .men

Some studies (see. Literature Review, page 2) have found that .

women,do not drop out and return as often as men. 'We did not find this to

be the case for Toronto returning students -- only about 14% of both sexes,

had dropped 'out more than once. 'We found that women tended .to enrol in a

different school at about.the same rate as men.-- 36% enrolled in a different
-

school. We also discovered that women tended. to have similar patterns of

leaving and re-enrolment by level as the men -- 77% left levels 4 and 5 in

Ontario while 76% were enrolled in levels 4 and 5.
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Returning Students Who Are Men

The Patterns of Dropping Out study7'1Young & Reich, 1974) found

that 56% of the high school dropouts for the school "year 1973-74 were men.

This study foUnd that appioximately 60% of the returning students are

men.
11

We did not find the characteristics of returning students'who

are men to be similar to those of the women, nor'to be similar to those

that other authors have suggested (see Literature.Review,.page 2). For

example, we did not find that.the men .dropped out and. returned more often

than the women -- approximately 86% of both sexes .had dropped out once. We

discovered that the men had not dropped out as young nor in as low grades

as the women. We also foUnd that.the men were less likely to be one -time

dropouts before 16 and mOre likely to still be in school after 18 than the

women. Men were enrolled at higher grades in November 1977 than the women,

were probably not out of school as long, and were probably enrolled with

classmates who were closer in age to themselves than the women were.

As a brief aside, the finding that 86% of the students had

dropped out only once could-indicate that returning students tend to be a

fairly stable group and that rather small-body of students have developed,

a habit of dropping out and returning -- many people might consider this

good. On the contrary, the findings might mean that schools are reluctant

to admit a student for a second, third or, fourth return.

Students Who Returned to a Differphtlbronto School

Of thS students who last left a Toronto high school, 36% returned

to a different Toronto high school -- this is a considerable number. Students

who had returned to different schools than the ones they had left tended

to have dropped out in lower grades and at earlier ages than students who .

had re-enrolled in the school they had left, and to be enrolled (in
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November, 1977) in lower. grades; however, they also tended to be older.

. in November, 1977 and to have dropped out more than Once.

Students Who Returned-to the Same Toronto School

The majority of the students, approximately 64%, returned to the

Toronto high school they had last left. On the whole, these students seem

to be a more stable groUp than the smaller group who enrolled in a

different school. They were enrolled at higher grades, having dropped out

At higher gradeS and at an older age.. They tended not to have dropped

out as often or to-have stayed out as long. They would consequently be

closer- to the age of their classmates than students who enrolled in a

different. school.

Interestingly enough, we found no patterns-in the levels of study

the students left or in the levels of study they re-enrolled in according

to whether they returned to a different or the same school.

Returning Students Who Were Enrolled in the Junior Grades in November, 1977

We found .that 32% of the returning studehts.were enrolled in the

junior grades (grades 9 and 10) in November, 1977. The reader must remember

that one of the reasons we found fewer students enrolled 'in the junior

grades than the senior grades is that. the study included all returning

students regardiesb of the number of years they had been badlc. -- thus, many

who had enrolled in the junioi grades originally would naturally hasie

progressed to theisenior grades by November, 1977.

The students we found -in the junior grades sdere. more likely to

be women, to be studying at levels 1, 2 or 3, and to have.dropped out

more than once, than the students we fOund in the senior grades. They were.

also more likely to havedroppedoUt of the,juniorygradest to have dropped

out Of levels le 2 or 3, 'sand 'to be one-time dropouts before turning 16.

And finally, they were morelikely than' the students enrolled in the senior

grades to have returned tO. a different schopl.

4 °6,
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Returning students enrolled in the junior grades have obviously

experienced more change and disruption in their school career at a younger

age than returning students who are enrolled in the senior grades. They

are mostly women dropping out of and returning to the level 1, 2 and

3 schools-.

Returning Students Who Were Enrolled in the SeniorGrades in November, 1977

We found that 68% of the-returning students were, enrolled in the

.N
senior grades in. November, 1977. These students., many of whom had

pTably been backlfor more than a year, were more likely to be men and

more likely to be studying at levels 4 and-5 than the returning students
4

.enrolled in the junior grades. They were also. less likely to have dropped

out more than once and more likely, to have dropped out of levels 4 and 5.

They had alsO riot dropped out as soon as the students enrolled in the

junior grades,leither.in- terms of the age left or in terms of the grade

they dropped out of; This group of returning students is obviously a more

stable group and a group with higher level academic plans who have stuck

a with education and a particular school more consistently than the group

of returning students enrolled in the junior. grades.
1

Returning Students Who Were Enrolled in Levels 1, 2 or 3 in November, 1T

Returning students enrolled in levels 2 and 3 were over-represented

,as compared to the '.general body of students enrolled in levels 2 and 3 --

23.4% of the returning students were enrolled in levels 2 and 3; 13.6% of

the population Of high school students were enrolled in these levels.

Thess 4,4012.9latudents tended to be younger than returning students enrolled
tr:

it 401.11g and 5, to more likely have dropped out of the junior grades, and

to more likely be enrolled in the junior grades in November, 1977 than returning

students in levels 4 and 5. Returning students, patticularly at level 3,

were More likely to have dropPed.out before turning 16 than those
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enrolled in levels 4 and, 5. Students studying in November, 1977 at

levels 1, were also morei.Iikely to have dropped out more than once

than returning-students'studying at levels 4 and 6.

We found no tendency for. returning students at these levels

to be either one sex or the other, and also .Sand no asSociation'between

levels of enrolment and whether or not the. students had returned to th

same school.

most interesting thing to note here is the obvious link

between levels 1, 2 and 3, junior grades, dropping out at a young age,

dropping out more than once, and being young,in November, 1977.

Returning Students Who Were Enrolled in Levels '4 and '5 in November, 1977

The number of returning students enrolled in levels 4 and 5 is

a most interesting finding. In comparison with th population of Toronto

high school students, returning students enrolled Ift'level 4 are greatly

over-represented (39% vs.. 26.4%), while returning,atudents enrolled in

level 5 are'greatly under-represented (37.1% vs. 58.4%).

The returning students enrolled at these levels'are more likely

to be older, more likely to be enrolled in the senior grades, less likely

to have.been a one-time dropout. before 16, and less likely to.have dropped

out more than once.

These findings which are reported in a number of ways throughout

his report, strongly suggest that .the level .4-5 schools have quite a

afferent type of returning student than the'level 1-2-3 schools. The

level 4-5 scihools also enroll over three-quarters of the returning students.

Returning Students' Progress

Returning students appear not to stay in school long once they

have returned. For example, only 46% were enrolled in a grade higher

than the one they had left. Table 1 on page 32 'Shows that in each grade,
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a largproportion of students who had left that grade had still not

passed it (some were even at a lower grade).

Returning students also do not seem to spend 'a long time out

of school before returning. The median age at which returning students

had last dropped out was 16, and their median year of birth was 1960 --

people horn in 196(0gere still 16 at the beginning of 1977. Further

relevant evidence is that 80% of one-time dropOuts who had dropped out
1

under 16 were still under l6 in November, 1977.
1

Returning StudentS, Changes in Levels of Study.
_ .

The majority of returning.students (approximately 75%). who had

left Ontario schdols'did not change the level at which they were studying

when they returned to a school in Toronto. This finding could indicate

4

that students are, on the whole, satisfied with the level of study at which

they had previously studied or it-could mean that it `is relatively difficult

tc:)change to.a new level, having once made a choice of level.

The most common change of level (8% or 77.of 913 students). was that

of'moving ftom level 5 to level 4. One would suspect<that these students

have decided to go back to school mainly to obtain a'grade 12,diploma. The

second most Neolon tendency was for leel 2 and 3 students (6%.or 51 of 913)

to move up' one, two or three levels -- again most (or 4%) moved into level 4.
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APPENDIX A

The Toiconto Boarcd 06 Education 4.4 conducting two Azalea/Leh atudiea. One 416 about

Atudento who have dropped out 06 4choot and keturtned, and the °then 4.6 about the attitudes
oi atudenta towaxd tooth and unemployment: In ande to begin the Atari:Lea, we ate aaing each
TortOnto Secondarcy atudent .to anabwek the 6ottowiing queAtiona. Pteaae eitcte put arateeta.

CIRCLE ANSWERS

1. What level (program) are MOST of your courses in? 1 2 3 4. 5

2.. Did you want a job last summer? /YES oN0

3. Did you have.a job last summer? /YES oNQ.

4. Have you ever looked for a part-time job at which you,
could work whiTi-diiing- to school? /YES aNO

5. Have yOu ever had a part-time job while going to school? /YES oN0

6. Do you now have.a part-time job at which you make'more
than te77017severy week? /YES oN0

7. Would you like to combine part-time schooling with work? /YES. aNO

8. In .your opinion, whatioercentage of young people,under
th-iaoe of 25 in Canida are unemployed? 4 to 7 per cent

7 to 10 per cent 2

10 to 13 per ceqt,

13 to 16 peicent4

Over 16 per cent 3

Don't Know

9. Have you ever 'dropped out' f school?' /YES oN0

I6 you anawerted YES to Oueation 9, pteaAe anawet questionalOto15

rif you anAwened NO to oue,stion '9, .please tetutm. the 60Am to your teachet.

10. HoW many times have you dropped out?.

11. Have you ever been in the Leaving School. Early program?

2 3

Y,ES

4

aNO

Pieaie cutaweic the 6ottoming question4 Wt. the LAST time you &cooped mit.

12. What grade were you in when you last drprped out?

13. What, level (Program) were MOST of your courses in? .

14. How old were you?

15. What school did you leave? NAME

14'

07 08 09 10 11 12 13

1 2 3 4. 5

15 16 17% .18 19 20 21

0
BOARD

CITY

PROVTCE or Country, if the "school is not in-Canada)
W.

5.1

it Would you.please giveus your ''phone number -- a feW of you will be

'phoned for more of your ideas'about school and work
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APPENDIX B

Grades were deciphered prom class codes by a computer program

which assigned grades`according to the following principles:.

1. grades were inferred only if the code'contained one
of-the-numbers from 9 through 13 (actually,
grade 9 was inferred only icthe'code contained "09");

if the code contained one of the numbers from 9
through 13, a grade was assigned only if that
number was at the end of the code, or if it was
at the end of the code, or if it was followed by
a letter;

3. if the code contained two numbers, from which a
grade could be inferred, separated by a letter or
letters, the grade was inferred from the first;
number.

The only problem which arose was with class codes from three

schools which use four character codes consisting of the letters 'SW,

followed by a two-digit serial number-For example, from the code SV12,

it would be inferred that this class was in grade 12, although that would

not necessarily be true. However, only three students had such class

codes.
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